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History suggests that the road to a firm research consensus is extraordinarily arduous.

— Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions

Herein we describe our approach to artificial intelligence (AI) research, which we call the
Alberta Plan. The Alberta Plan is pursued within our research groups in Alberta and by
others who are like minded throughout the world. We welcome all who would join us in this
pursuit.

The Alberta Plan is a long-term plan oriented toward basic understanding of computational
intelligence. It is a plan for the next 5–10 years. It is not concerned with immediate applica-
tions of what we currently know how to do, but rather with filling in the gaps in our current
understanding. As computational intelligence comes to be understood it will undoubtedly
profoundly affect our economy, our society, and our individual lives. Although all the con-
sequences are difficult to foresee, and every powerful technology contains the potential for
abuse, we are convinced that the existence of more far-sighted and complex intelligence will
overall be good for the world.

Following the Alberta Plan, we seek to understand and create long-lived computational agents
that interact with a vastly more complex world and come to predict and control their sensory
input signals. The agents are complex only because they interact with a complex world
over a long period of time; their initial design is as simple, general, and scalable as possible.
To control their input signals, the agents must take action. To adapt to change and the
complexity of the world, they must continually learn. To adapt rapidly, they must plan with
a learned model of the world.

The purpose of this document is twofold. One is to describe our vision for AI research and its
underlying intellectual commitments and priorities. The second is to describe the path along
which this vision may unfold and the research problems and projects that we will pursue.
What we say toward the first goal is described here in order to establish a clear record of
where we come from; this part of our research strategy is expected to be relatively stable.
What we say toward the second goal is much more contemporary. The voyage is uncertain;
our path has gaps and uncertainties. Nevertheless, we attempt to chart the path ahead with
as much specificity as possible so that we know where we are trying to go, even if in the end
we go another way or arrive at a somewhat different destination.

Research Vision: Intelligence as signal processing over time

We seek to understand and create long-lived computational agents that interact with a vastly
more complex world and come to predict and control their sensory input signals, particularly
a distinguished scalar signal called reward. The overall setting we consider is familiar from
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Figure 1: In the Alberta Plan’s research vision, an intelligent agent receives observation and reward
signals from its environment and seeks to control those signals with its actions. This is the standard
perspective in advanced reinforcement learning.

the field of reinforcement learning1 (Figure 1). An agent and an environment exchange signals
on a fine time scale. The agent sends actions to the environment and receives sensory signals
back from it. The larger sensory signal, the observation, is explicitly not expected to provide
complete information about the state of the environment.2 The second sensory signal, the
reward, is scalar and defines the ultimate goal of the agent—to maximize the total reward
summed over time. These three time series—observation, action, and reward—constitute the
experience of the agent. We expect all learning to be grounded in these three signals and not
in variables internal to the environment. Only experience is available to the agent, and the
environment is known only as a source and sink for these signals.

The first distinguishing feature of the Alberta Plan’s research vision is its emphasis on ordinary
experience, as described above, as opposed to special training sets, human assistance, or access
to the internal structure of the world. Although there are many ways human input and domain
knowledge can be used to improve the performance of an AI, such methods typically do not
scale with computational resources and as such are not a research priority for us.3

The second distinguishing feature of the Alberta Plan’s research vision can be summarized
in the phrase temporal uniformity. Temporal uniformity means that all times are the same
with respect to the algorithms running on the agent. There are no special training periods
when training information is available or when rewards are counted more or less than others.
If training information is provided, as it is via the reward signal, then it is provided on every
time step. If the agent learns or plans, then it learns or plans on every time step. If the agent
constructs its own representations or subtasks, then the meta-algorithms for constructing
them operate on every time step. If the agent can reduce its speed of learning about parts of
the environment when they appear stable, then it can also increase its speed of learning when
they start to change. Our focus on temporally uniform problems and algorithms leads us to
interest in non-stationary, continuing environments and in algorithms for continual learning
and meta-learning.4

Temporal uniformity is partly a constraint on what we research and partly a discipline that
we impose on ourselves. Keeping everything temporally uniform reduces degrees of freedom
and shrinks the agent-design space. Why not keep everything temporally uniform? Having
posed that rhetorical question, we acknowledge that there may be situations in which it is
preferable to depart from absolute temporal uniformity. But when we do so, we are aware
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that we are stepping outside this discipline.

The third distinguishing feature of the Alberta Plan research vision is its cognizance of compu-
tational considerations. Moore’s law and its generalizations bring steady exponential increases
in computer power, and we must prioritize methods that scale proportionally to that com-
puter power. Computer power, though exponentially more plentiful, is never infinite. The
more we have, the more important it is to use it efficiently, because it is a greater and greater
determinant of our agents’ performance. We must heed the bitter lesson of AI’s past and
prioritize methods, such as learning and search, that scale extensively with computer power,
while de-emphasizing methods that do not, such as human insight into the problem domain
and human-labeled training sets.3

Beyond these large-scale implications, computational considerations enter into every aspect
of an intelligent agent’s design. For example, it is generally important for an intelligent agent
to be able to react quickly to a change in its observation. But, given the computational
limitations there is always a tradeoff between reaction time and the quality of the decision.
The time steps should be of uniform length. If we want the agent to respond quickly, then
the time step must be small—smaller than would be needed to identify the best action. A
better action might be available from planning, but planning, and even learning, takes time;
sometimes it is better to act fast than to act well.

Giving priority to reactive action in this way does not preclude an important role for planning.
The reactive policy may recommend a temporizing action until planning has improved the
policy before a more committal action is taken, just as a chess player may wait until she is
sure of her move before making it. Planning is an essential part of intelligence and our or
research vision.

The fourth distinguishing feature of the Alberta Plan research vision is that it includes a focus
on the special case in which the environment includes other intelligent agents. In this case the
primary agent may learn to communicate, cooperate, and compete with the environment and
should be cognizant that the environment may behave differently in response to its action.
AI research into game playing must often deal with these issues. The case of two or more
cooperating agents also includes cognitive assistants and prostheses. This case is studied as
Intelligence Amplification (IA), a subfield of human-machine interaction.5 There are general
principles by which one agent may use what it learns to amplify and enhance the action,
perception, and cognition of another agent, and this amplification is an important part of
attaining the full potential of AI.

The Alberta Plan characterizes the problem of AI as the online maximization of reward via
continual sensing and acting, with limited computation, and potentially in the presence of
other agents. This characterization might seem natural, even obvious, but it is also contrary
to current practice, which is often focused on offline learning, prepared training sets, human
assistance, and unlimited computation. The Alberta Plan research vision is both classical and
contrarian, and radical in the sense of going to the root.

Research Plan

All research plans are suspect and provisional. Nevertheless, we must make them in order to
communicate among ourselves and collaborate efficiently. The Alberta Plan is not meant to
be a limit on what members of our teams do individually, but an attempt at consensus on
what we do together.
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Designing around a base agent

Our research in agent design begins with the standard or base agent shown in Figure 2, which
is itself based on the “Common Model of the Intelligent Agent” that has been proposed as
common to AI, psychology, control theory, neuroscience, and economics (Sutton 2022). Our
base agent has four primary internal components. Perception is the component that updates
the agent’s summary of its past experience, or state, which is then used by all components.
The reactive policies component includes the primary policy, which selects the action that will
be sent to the environment and which will be updated toward the goal of maximizing reward.
Perception and the primary policy together map observations to actions and thus can serve as
a minimal agent. Our base agent allows for the possibility of other reactive policies, perhaps
maximizing quantities other than reward. Each policy has a corresponding value function
that is used to learn it. The set of all value functions form the value functions component.
Allowing multiple policies and value functions is the main way our base agent differs from the
Common Model of the Intelligent Agent.

The fourth component of the base agent, the transition model component, represents the
agent’s knowledge of the world’s dynamics. The transition model is learned from observed
actions, rewards, and states, without involving the observations. Once learned, the transition
model can take a state and an action and predict the next state and the next reward. In
general, the model may be temporally abstract, meaning that it takes not an action, but an
option (a policy together with a termination condition),6 and predicts the state at the time
the option terminates and the cumulative reward along the way. The transition model is used
to imagine possible outcomes of taking the action/option, which are then evaluated by the
value functions to change the policies and the value functions themselves. This process is
called planning. Planning, like everything else in the architecture, is expected to be continual
and temporally uniform. On every step there will be some amount of planning, perhaps a
series of small planning steps, but planning would typically not be complete in a single time
step and thus would be slow compared to the speed of agent–environment interaction.

Planning is an ongoing process that operates asynchronously, in the background, whenever it
can be done without interfering with the first three components, all of which must operate on
every time step and are said to run in the foreground.7 On every step the new observation must
be processed by perception to produce a state, which is then processed by the primary policy
to produce that time step’s action. The value functions must also operate in the foreground
to evaluate each time step’s new state and the decision to take the previous action. Our
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Figure 2: The base agent of the Alberta Plan consists of four components interconnected by a state
signal constructed by the perception component. All components may be learned.
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strong preference is to fully process events as they occur. In particular, all four components
are updated by learning processes operating in the foreground using the most recent events
together with short-term credit-assignment memories such as eligibility traces.8

Our base agent is a starting point from which we often deviate or extend. The perception com-
ponent is perhaps the least well understood. Although we have examples of static, designed
perception processes (such as belief-state updating or remembering four frames in Atari), how
perception should be learned, or meta-learned, to maximally support the other components re-
mains an open research question. Planning similarly has well understood instantiations, and
yet how to do it effectively and generally—with approximation, temporal abstraction, and
stochasticity—remains unclear. The base agent also does not include subtasks, even though
these may be key to the discovery of useful options.9 Also unmentioned in the base agent are
algorithms to direct the planning process, such as prioritized sweeping,10 sometimes referred
to generically as search control. Perhaps the best understood parts of the base agent are the
learning algorithms for the value functions and reactive policies, but even here there is room
for improvement in their advanced forms, such as those involving average reward, off-policy
learning, and continual non-linear learning.1 Finally, the learning of the world model, given
the options, is conceptually clear but remains challenging and underexplored. Better under-
standing of advanced forms of all of these algorithms are important areas for further research.
Some of these are discussed further in the next section.

Roadmap to an AI Prototype

The word “roadmap” suggests the charting of a linear path, a sequence of steps that should
be taken and passed through in order. This is not completely wrong, but it fails to recognize
the uncertainties and opportunities of research. The steps we outline below have multiple
interdependencies beyond those flowing from first to last. The roadmap suggests an ordering
that is natural, but which will often be departed from in practice. Useful research can be
done by entering at or attaching to any step. As one example, many of us have recently
made interesting progress on integrated architectures even though these appear only in the
last steps in the ordering.

First let’s try to obtain an overall sense of the roadmap and its rationale. There are twelve
steps, titled as follows:

1. Representation I: Continual supervised learning with given features.
2. Representation II: Supervised feature finding.
3. Prediction I: Continual Generalized Value Function (GVF) prediction learning.
4. Control I: Continual actor-critic control.
5. Prediction II: Average-reward GVF learning.
6. Control II: Continuing control problems.
7. Planning I: Planning with average reward.
8. Prototype-AI I: One-step model-based RL with continual function approximation.
9. Planning II: Search control and exploration.
10. Prototype-AI II: The STOMP progression.
11. Prototype-AI III: Oak.
12. Prototype-IA: Intelligence amplification.

The steps progress from the development of novel algorithms for core abilities (for repre-
sentation, prediction, planning, and control) toward the combination of those algorithms to
produce complete prototype systems for continual, model-based AI.

An eternal dilemma in AI is that of “the parts and the whole.” A complete AI system cannot
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be built until effective algorithms for the core abilities exist, but exactly which core abilities
are required cannot be known until a complete system has been assembled. To solve this
chicken-and-egg problem, we must work on both chickens and eggs, systems and component
algorithms, parts and wholes, in parallel. The result is imperfect, with wasted effort, but
probably unavoidably so.

The idea of this ordering is to front load—to encounter the challenging issues as early as
possible so that they can be worked out first in their simplest possible setting.

Step 1. Representation I: Continual supervised learning with given features. Step
1 is exemplary of the primary strategy of the Alberta Plan: to focus on a particular
issue by considering the simplest setting in which it arises and attempting to deal with it
there, fully, before generalizing to more complex settings. The issues focussed on in Step
1 are continual learning and the meta-learning of representations. How can learning be
rapid, robust, and efficient while continuing over long periods of time? How can long
periods of learning be taken advantage of to meta-learn better representations, and thus
to learn most efficiently?

The simple setting employed in Step 1 is that of supervised learning and stochastic gra-
dient descent with a linear function approximator with static, given features. In this set-
ting, conventional stochastic-gradient-descent methods such as the Least-Mean-Square
learning rule work reasonably well even if the problem is non-stationary. However, these
methods can be significantly improved in their efficiency and robustness, and that is the
purpose of Step 1. First, these methods often involve a global step-size parameter that
must be set by an expert user aided by knowledge of the target outputs, the features,
the number of features, and heuristics. All of that user expertise should be replaced by a
meta-algorithm for setting the step-size parameter so that the same method can be used
on any problem or for any part of a large problem. Second, instead of a global step-size
parameter, there should be different step-size parameters for each feature depending on
how much generalization should be done along that feature. If this is done, then there
will be many step-size parameters to set, and it will be even more important to set them
algorithmically.

In this setting, the representations are the features, which are given and fixed, so it may
seem surprising to offer the setting up as a way of exploring representation learning. It
is true that the setting cannot be used to discover features or to search for new features,
but it can be used to assess the utility of given features—an important precursor to
full representation discovery. Even without changing the features it is possible to learn
which features are relevant and which are not. The relevant features can be given
large step-size parameters and the irrelevant features small ones; this itself is a kind
of representation learning than can affect learning efficiency even without changing the
features themselves.

Finally, there are normalizations of the features (scalings and offsets) that can greatly
affect learning efficiency without changing the representational power of the linear func-
tion approximator, and we include these in Step 1.

In particular, we consider an infinite sequence of examples of desired behavior, each
consisting of a real-valued input vector paired with a real-valued desired output. Let
the tth example be a pair denoted (xt, y

∗
t ). The learner seeks to find an affine mapping

from each input vector xt to an output yt that closely approximates the desired output
y∗t . That affine map is represented as a vector of weights wt and a scalar bias or offset
term bt. That is, the output is yt

.
= wt

>xt + bt. The objective is to minimize the
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squared error (y∗t − yt)2 by learning wt and bt. Each example is independent, but the
distribution from which it is generated changes over time, making the problem non-
stationary. In particular, we can take the desired output as being affine in the input
vector and an unknown target weight vector w∗t that changes slowly over time, plus an
additional, independent mean-zero noise signal: y∗t

.
= w∗t

>xt + b∗t + ηt. The problem
is non-stationary if w∗t or b∗t change over time or if the distribution of xt changes over
time.

In this simple setting, there are still essential questions that have yet to be definitively
answered. We are particularly interested in questions of normalization and step-size
adaptation. Without changing the expressive power of our linear learning unit or the
order of its computational complexity, we can transform the individual inputs xit to

produce normalized signals x̃it
.
=

xit−µit
σi
t

where µit and σit are non-stationary (tracking)

estimates of the ith signal’s mean and standard deviation. Surprisingly, the effect of
such online normalization has yet to be definitively established in the literature. We
consider learning rules of the form:

wit+1
.
= wit + αit (y∗t − yt) x̃it, ∀i, (1)

where each αit is a meta-learned, per-weight, step-size parameter, and

bt+1
.
= bt + αbt (y∗t − bt) , (2)

where αbt is another potentially-meta-learned step-size parameter. Our initial studies
for Step 1 will focus on algorithms for meta-learning the step-size parameters, building
on existing algorithms,11 and on demonstrating their improved robustness.

The overall idea of Step 1 is to design as powerful an algorithm as possible given a
fixed feature representation. It should include all the most important issues of non-
stationarity in the problem (for a fixed set of linear features), including the tracking of
changes in feature relevance. It should include the meta-learning of feature relevance, a
challenging issue in representation learning—arguably the most challenging issue—but
it does not include actually changing the set of features under consideration; that is
explored in Step 2.

Step 2. Representation II: Supervised feature finding. This step is focused on creat-
ing and introducing new features (made by combining existing features) in the context
of continual supervised learning as in Step 1, except now targets will be vectors y∗t ap-
proximated by output vectors yt. Getting each component of yt to match y∗t is referred
to as a separate task. How should new features be constructed from the existing ones
to maximize the new features potential utility and the speed with which that utility is
realized, without sacrificing interim performance? How can the features’ construction
be helped by prior experience constructing and offering on the various tasks?

We now have a non-stationary multi-layer and multi-task system. How can utility be
assigned to all the features, taking into account all the features’ effects and likely utility
in the future? The performance of the system will depend on the resource budget (that
is, on how many new nonlinear features can be considered in parallel). A good solution
will include a way of evaluating existent features and discarding the less promising so as
to make room for new ones. Solution methods would presumably be, broadly speaking,
some form of smart generation of promising features and then smart testing to rank and
replace them.

The point of this step is to explore the challenging issues in managing a limited resource
for representing and learning about features. You can represent and gather data on a
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limited number of features. When should you discard an old feature so that you can
collect data on a new one? How is the new feature constructed? How is the discarded
feature selected?

Step 3. Prediction I: Continual GVF prediction learning. Repeat the above two steps
for sequential, real-time settings where the data is not i.i.d., but rather is from a process
with state and the task is generalized value function (GVF) prediction.12 First with
given linear features, then with feature finding. The new features will include not just
nonlinear combinations, but also incorporation of older signals and traces. Something
like the classical conditional testbeds, with appropriate extensions for non-stationarity,
may be suitable for this. Ideally, this would be taken all the way to off-policy learning.
Ideally this would be in a real-time setting with recurrent networks that do a limited
amount of processing per observation.

Here we explicitly address the question of constructing state, the perception part of the
standard agent model

Step 4. Control I: Continual actor-critic control. Repeat the above three steps for con-
trol. First in a conventional k-arm bandit setting, then in a contextual bandit setting
with discrete softmax actions, then in a sequential setting with given features, and finally
in a sequential setting with feature finding. In the last two sub-steps we are looking for
an actor-critic algorithm. The critic would presumably be that resulting from Steps 1-3.
The actor will be similar but still different, and the interaction between the actor and
the critic (and their supporting features) still have to be worked out so that learning is
continual and robust.

Step 5. Prediction II: Average-reward GVF learning. The general idea here is to ex-
tend our general prediction learning algorithms for GVFs to the average-reward case.
We separate the cumulant from the terminal value, and the cumulant is always the
reward. Then there seems to be two relevant cases. One is where the value learned
should approximate the differential value. In this case we also learn the average reward
rate, subtract it from the observed rewards, and termination never occurs. The other
is where the conventional value is learned (no average reward rate subtracted out) plus
the expected duration of the option. Maybe these can be combined. But these two seem
sufficient.

What we learned in the first four steps should carry over to the learning algorithms for
average-reward GVFs for prediction and control with minimal changes.

Step 6. Control II: Continuing control problems. We will need some continuing prob-
lems to test average-reward algorithms for learning and planning. Currently we have
River Swim, Access-control Queuing, foraging problems like the Jellybean World, and
GARNET. The OpenAI Gym has a great many episodic problems that should be con-
verted to continuing versions.

These first six steps (above) are directed toward the design of more-continual model-free
learning methods. They constitute a thorough revamping of all the standard model-free
methods. These methods provide a foundation for the next steps, which involve environment
models and planning.

Like all of what the agent does, the learning of models and the use of the models should be
done in a temporally uniform way, as in Dyna and as in asynchronous dynamic programming.
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An early step is just to work out planning in the continuing setting with the average-reward
objective.

Step 7. Planning I: Planning with average reward. Develop incremental planning meth-
ods based on asynchronous dynamic programming for the average-reward criteria. The
initial work here would be for the tabular case, but the case with function approxima-
tion should be close behind. The latter methods should incorporate all we have learned
about continual learning, meta-learning, and feature finding in Steps 1-3 and 5.

Step 8. Prototype-AI I: One-step model-based RL with continual function approximation.
Our first prototype-AI would be based on average-reward RL, models, planning, and
continual non-linear function approximation. This would move beyond past work on
Dyna by incorporating general continual function approximation, but would still be
limited to one-step models. In other words, Prototype-AI 1 would be an integrated
architecture with everything except temporal abstraction (options). Without temporal
abstraction Prototype-AI 1 will be weak and limited in many ways (and perhaps not all
that impressive), but it will undoubtedly involve its own challenges. Or maybe it will be
easy and non-impressive, in which case we can complete it and move on to Prototype-AI
II.

Prototype-AI 1 will include a) a recursive state-update (perception) process, b) a one-
step environment model, presumably an expectation model or a sample model or some-
thing in-between, c) feature finding as in Step 2, utilizing importance feedback from the
model, d) a ranking of features used both for feature finding and to determine which
features are included in the environment model, e) an influence of model learning and
planning on the feature ranking (a cycle), and f) some form of search control, possibly
including something like MCTS or prioritized sweeping. Sub-steps b, e, and f will in-
volve challenging new issues not faced previously and may not be addressable in a fully
satisfactory manner prior to temporal abstraction.

This and the following steps will require the development of targeted domains to develop
and illustrate capabilities of these prototype AIs.

Step 9. Planning II: Search control and exploration. In this second planning step we
develop the control of planning. Planning is viewed as asynchronous value iteration with
function approximation. Asynchronous value iteration allows the states to be updated
in any order, but the order chosen greatly affects planning efficiency. With function
approximation the effect is even greater. Early efforts to control the planning process
include prioritized sweeping and small backups, and some attempts have been made to
generalize these tabular ideas to linear function approximation and to take into account
the uncertainty of various parts of the model.13 Viewed most generally, search control
(varying the order of state updates) enables planning to radically change—from Monte
Carlo Tree Search to classical heuristic search, for example.

Step 10. Prototype-AI II: The STOMP progression. Now we introduce subtasks and
temporal abstraction. The highest ranked features are made each into a separate reward-
respecting subtask with a terminal value that encourages ending when the feature is high.
Each subtask is solved to produce an option. For each such option, its model is learned
and added to the transition model used for planning. This progression—SubTask, Op-
tion, Model, and Planning—is called the STOMP progression for the development of
temporally abstract cognitive structure (see Figure 3).14 The learning processes are
conditional on the option, and so will need to be done off-policy. They will also need
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Figure 3: The development of abstractions in the STOMP progression and in the Oak architecture.
Selected state features define subtasks to attain them (right), which in turn define criteria for learning
policies and termination conditions (options) and their corresponding value functions (lower left). The
options in turn define criteria for learning their transition models (upper left), which are used by plan-
ning processes (purple arrow) to improve the policies and value functions. Learning from experience
(red arrows) makes use of the currently available features (green arrows) as input to function approx-
imators. The progression from feature-based SubTasks to Options to Models comprises the STOMP
progression. The full Oak architecture adds feedback processes that continually assess the utility of all
the elements and determine which elements (features, subtasks, options, and option models) should
be removed and replaced with new elements (see text of Step 11). In particular, the state features
selected to be the basis for subtasks is changed, which changes all the downstream elements. Both
state and time abstractions are continually changed and improved in the Oak architecture.

in incorporate all that we have learned about continual learning, meta learning, and
planning in earlier steps.

Step 11. Prototype-AI III: Oak. The Oak architecture modifies Prototype-AI II by adding
feedback processes that continually assess the utility of all the elements (features, sub-
tasks, options, and option models) and determine which elements should be removed
and replaced with new elements. For example, if an option model is never useful in plan-
ning, then it and the corresponding option and subtask should eventually be deleted and
replaced with those for a new feature that has not yet been the basis for a subtask. The
features are also themselves constantly being assessed for their usefulness in the learning
and planning processes. This should cause the features to be reranked in importance,
occasionally causing less useful subtasks to be removed and replaced by new subtasks.
In these and other ways, the state and time abstractions are continually changing and
improving.

In addition, in this step we introduce an option keyboard.15 The keyboard metaphor
is that options can be referenced by a real-valued vector with one component for each
subtask. That is each key of the keyboard references the option based on the sub-
task for achieving the corresponding feature. A keyboard vector with multiple nonzero
components—that plays multiple keys simultaneously as in a chord—references an op-
tion based on the combination of the component options.

In one design, options are learned in the normal off-policy way, each to maximize its
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individual feature, and a chord option is a fixed blending of the component options,
taking into account the intensities of each component note/option/feature/subtask in
the chord. In this design the environmental model does not learn about the component
options (as it does in Prototype-AI 2) but rather learns about whatever chord options
are played on the keyboard.

In an alternative design, the keyboard vector is interpreted first as a problem—as the
subtask that uses the usual rewards and on termination receives a terminal value pro-
portional to all the nonzero components of the keyboard vector. If a chord is played with
two notes fully 1s, then the subtask is to maximize the sum of the corresponding feature
values when the option terminates. The model learns exactly as in the first design (it is
oblivious to the meaning of the keyboard vector, treating it as a non-interpreted name or
descriptor of the option), but now the options are learned toward the multi-component
subtasks and not toward the attainment of the features individually (unless the played
keyboard vectors happen to be one-hot).

Step 12. Prototype-IA: Intelligence amplification. A demonstration of intelligence ap-
plification (IA), wherein a Prototype-AI II agent is shown to increase the speed and over-
all decision-making capacity of a second agent in non-trivial ways. We see a first version
of this IA agent as what might be best described as a computational exo-cerebellum (a
system built mainly on the prediction and continual feature construction elements of
Oak and the steps above).16 We then see a second version that might be best thought
of as a computational exo-cortex that fully manifests the ability of an IA agent to form
policies and use planning to multiplicatively enhance the intelligence of another, part-
nered agent or part of a single agent. We see these two versions being studied in both
human-agent and agent-agent interaction settings.

As mentioned previously, this plan is provisional, a draft, a working plan. We should expect
to keep editing them. The last steps in particular are less concrete and will probably evolve a
lot as we approach them. We welcome pointers to related work or related plans that we may
have overlooked.

There are important parts of our research vision that are perhaps best thought of as running
alongside these steps. Here we are thinking of research on Intelligence Amplification (men-
tioned in the final Step 12) and on robotics. These efforts will interact with and inform the
first ten steps, but probably should be developed in their own parallel sequences of steps that
are yet to be listed and ordered.
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Notes

1E.g., see Sutton & Barto (2018).

2This environment is technically a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP, see, e.g., Lovejoy
1991), but that formalism is of little use here.

3The limits of such approaches are described accessibly in the blog post The Bitter Lesson (Sutton 2019)
and the talk The Future of Artificial Intelligence Belongs to Search and Learning (Sutton 2016).

4The interplay between non-stationary environments, continual learning, and meta-learning has begun to
be explored in a variety of works. Useful surveys are provided by Hadsell et al. (2020), Parisi et al. (2019), and
Khetarpal et al. (2020). We also recommend Thrun & Pratt (1998), Sutton, Koop and Silver (2004), Sutton
(1991), Dohare (2020), Rahman (2020), and Samani (2022).

5The term Intelligence Amplification (IA) and its role as a subfield of study was first established in the
1950’s and 1960s, notably by Ashby (1956), and in subsequent work by Licklider (1960) and Engelbart (1962).

6For more on options see Sutton, Precup & Singh (1999), Precup (2000), and Sutton & Barto (2018, Section
7.2).

7As in the work of Daniel Kahneman (2011) on Systems 1 and 2.

8See Sutton and Barto (2018), Chapter 13.

9See, e.g., Jaderberg et al. (2016), Sutton, et al. (2022).

10See Moore & Atkeson (1993), Peng & Williams (1993).

11Existing algorithms include NADALINE (Sutton 1988b), IDBD (Sutton 1992a,b), Autostep (Mahmood et
al. 2012), Autostep for GTD(λ) (Kearney et al. 2022), Auto (Degris in prep.), Adam (Kingma & Ba 2014),
RMSprop (Tieleman & Hinton 2012), and Batch Normalization (e.g., Ioffe & Szegedy 2015).

12As described in Sutton et al. (2011), and first indicated in Sutton (1988), GVFs are a generalization
of reward-related values functions to estimate the temporally extended expected returns of a wide range of
non-reward signals of interest.

13Prioritized sweeping was introduced by Peng and Williams (1993) and by Moore and Atkeson (1993).
Sutton, Szepesvári, Geramifard, and Bowling (2008) generalized the idea to linear function approximation.
The work by McMahan and Gordon (2005) is seminal, building to that by Van Seijen and Sutton (2013) on
small backups.

14See Sutton, Machado, Holland et al. (2022).

15As in Barreto et al. (2019).

16One preliminary example of prediction-based prototype IA is the signalling from a GVF-based co-agent to
a decision-making agent described in Pilarski et al(̇2022).
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